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NEW MEXICO LOBO
matches with Arizona State and
Southern California.

Sport

--o---

Shorts

YAF Head to Quit

'!! ...

•

''Frida1,1Februai:'Y 11, 1966

..'LISTEN, K~MD

Food Program

To Take ·New Post

SEE INDIANS MA~E
TURQUOISE JEWELRY

WHEN?

ADMISSION:

OLD TOWN

75 cents for students and faculty
One dollar for non-students

Admission to the Marni Nixon's
appearance will be on somewhat of
a priority basis as announced by
Dr. Harold Lavender, chairman
of the Cultural Committee.
Season ticket holders will be
admitted first, as part of the UNM
program Series for 1965-66.
Therefore, individual tickets will
be limited sale items, and will go
on sale at 8 p.m., 15 minutes
prior to the program. Sale of those
tickets will be in the Fine Arts
Bldg. Foyer.
Miss Nixon, known as the voice
of motion pictures such as "The
King and I," "West Side Story,"
and "My Fair Lady" is considered
to be one of the most versatile
actress-singers in the theatrical
and vlassical musical world today.
She is also a recording artist
for Columbia Records, in addition to having appeared in three
Carnegie Hall concerts with Leonard Bernstein and the New York
Philharmonic.

ul know

all about
General Electric.
They make·
toasters and irons
and th\ngs \ike

that."

CLAssiFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad.. 65c-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
mmt be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, student :Publications Building. :Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
FOR sALE
IT makes ¢'s when you save $'• at GASAMAT-near you at 320 Wyoming Blvd.,
in Albuquerl:lue.
ROBERSON house at 3605 Britt NE1 3
bedroom, pueblo style_ carpeted, built-1ns,
immaculate~ Two. car garage. $17-50D-$2,000 cash on the Joan, Call Pat Davis,
• 299-5658.
2/7, 9, 10, 11
1964 FAIRLANE 500 sports coupe, 289 Hl'
engine, 4..speed trans., low mileage, all
vinyl bucket seats. :Phone 268-3873.
2/7. 9, 10, 11
HOUsE at 8908 llellhaven Ave. NE, In·
Bellhaven sector. Owners transferring to
Alaska March 1. Appraised at $27,700,
Owes $20,000. WiU sell $4,500 cash to
loan, $2,000 down on contract. 3 bedroom,
separate' d(!n, fircp)ace, serVice room, car..
Peted, 2 car garage, landscaped, Magic
Cleaner, built-ins. Cal1 298-6956, Kangas.
2/7, 9, 10, u.
FOR RENT
LARGE furnished room, <:omplete\y pri·
vate entrance and bath. Walking distance
from caml!us. Call 242·9572. (Feb.)
COMPLETELY furnished 3 room apartment, $70 monthly Including . utilities.
2114 Coal sE. 345-0168.
2/9, 10, 11.
COMPLETELY furnished 4 bedroom house,
carpeted, alr-eonditioned, fireplace. $130
month, water and gnrbage paid, 2114
Coal SE. 345·0168.
2/9, 10, H.
ADOBE house, 1621 Bayita Lane NW. 1
Dedroom, firepJace1 complc:tc]y furnished,
beautiful location, private road. Available
March 1. $85, Inquire 344-1266, Mrs,
2/9, 10, 11.
Symmes.
sERVICES
TYl'EWniTER sales & repair. Special
rates to UNM students on nil maehines.
Free pickup & deliverY. FJ & E Type.
writer service. 2217 Coal SE, phone 243·
0588.
PERsONALIZED and creative alterations
and restyling. Sewing and mending. Mrs.
Hover, 207 Stanford SE (close to University), !>hone 242-7533.
HELl' WANTED
l•ELIABLl!l student to .staY with children
ages 8 and 10 OCcBIIional week nights.

''Right. Things
like the world's
most powerful jet

engines, the world's
largest turbinegenerator, the
world's first
Man-Made® diamonds.
Things like nuclear
power
plants,
•
•
suitcase-size
computers and
a wliole new family
.of plastics.''

"Yeah, yeah. Things like that."
Only about one. quarter ot G.B.
sales. are in consumer. goods. All
the rest are in industrial, aerospace
and defense products.
A variety of products (over
200,000 in aU). A variety of activi·

ties (everything from research and
development to advertising and
sales). A variety of challenges for
young men who want to be recognized for their talents and. rewarded
for their work.

Important responsibilities cOme
to you early at General Electric.
Talk to the man from G.E. about
coming to work for us.
This is where the young men are
important men.

Tfogms Is (),,. Nosflmporlllnf 'Pt«<vcf

GENERAL. ELECTRIC

Must live vicinity Louisiana A Candelaria
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Happy Valentine's Day from
the LOBO Staff.

>

.. OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF J!:DITORIAL FREEDOM
1966

row

By PAUL COUEY
LOBO Sports Editor
. There seems to be a popular
·• $,8ying going around these days .
· · ••. "Would you believe?"
. · Saturday night that phrase
:·. seemed most applicable to a game
in which New Mexico was ahead
of Texas Western by 20 points at
one till:J.e. Final score, though,
Texas Western 67, UNM 64.
Coach King's "kardiae kids" ·
jumped off to an early lead in the
first half, increased it, then increased it some more until they
eDjoyed the 20 point bulge in a
little over mid-way in the second
h!llf.
.
.. New Mexico's Mel Daniels retuJ:ned to form to lead the Lobos
in the first half, but got into fpul
tJ:ouble in the second and eventuldly fouled out with just over
Qtan nine minutes remaining. He
was followed by Bill Morgan at
-·4:36 which just about gave the
boards to TWO.
By defeating the Lobos the
Miners stayed undefeated at 18-0
while New Mexico's record dropped to 13-5 for the season.
"GIVE ME THAT basketball, son," Mel Daniels seems to say, as
The Lobos led 37-21 after a. brilhe and Dave Lattin, the Miner's chief rebounding threat, mix it
liallt til:'st half showing. But, ~~
~r~ boards eau:'ly in 'the contest.
'
.._
, ,_ -· -..::-..:.,.__,. '···---· """' ~~~~--~-~.,..
that lmbelievable second half the
Miners sb\.rted to click early.
Here Thursday
With Bobby Joe Hill driving
through the meat of the Lobo
stl·eugth and with some good defense of their own, the Miners got
to 'vithin 10 points when Morgan
fouled out.
Then, TW went pn the boards
•
and by the end of regulation time
John Lewi,s national" chainnan 1960. He was one of the original
the score was 58·58. The Lobos
of the Student Non-Violating Co- organizers of the Nashville Stuhad the ball with 27 second re- ordinating Committee (SNCC) dent Nonviolent Movement in
maining, but with only four re· will speak here Thursday at 8 1960, and he was an original Free1
maining Ben' Monroe, looking to p.m. in the Union ballroom. The dom Rider. He was instrumental
l
draw at least a fqul, was called Action Committee on Human in continuing the freedom rides
j. . for a three second violation. Hill Rights is sponsoring Lewis' talk after other civil rights movements
;: ran down the court as quickly as on civil rights problems in New had withdrawn their support.
~
he could and got olf a shot at mid- Mexico.
Part of Lewis' talk will also be
court that was no gopd.
Donations will be accepted for devoted to the background of
Hill eventually ended Up by SNCC after Lewis' talk.
SNCC. Part of SNCC's aims is to
· tieing for scoring honors with
Lewis, who 'vas elected nation- confront the people with their
Jim Patterson at 19 :Points.
al chairman of SNCC in June own problems. "They must be able
Patter~;on's 19th point almost
1963, has been active in civil to speak for themselves," Lewis
brought the Lobos back into the rights movements since early said.
game in the overtime. His bucket
SN~hich began with 16
on a missed free-throw shot by
workers· m October 1960, now is
Don Rose got the Lobos to within
made up of stalf members 'and
two at 64-62. Texas Western
workers who are fonner high
, threw the ball in anll. Jimmy Howschool and college graduates who
, ' ard appeared as though he had
"have adopted rebellion as a pro·, tied up a Miner. But,. the official,
fession.''
Th need of giving up worn-au~
• who was 'right on the play," gave
,.the ball to Texas Western with ideas about religion and physical
science, and replacing them with
28 secon <Ito go.
Texas Western never led until a more vital, spirituill view of
God, man, and the universe, will
the overtime.
The Lobos travel to Wyoming be discussed in a lecture to be pre• and Denver this weekend. Wyo- sented tonight at 8 in the 'Union
ming is the first game in a series Theater, by Lenore D. Hanks,
of crucial road contests for the O.S.B., of The ·Christian Science
Board of Lectureship. The lecture
Lobps.
is
entitled "The Mythology of MatThe Lobos won the battle of the
WASHINGTON - The State
. boards 43-40 and the field goal ter."
A native of Portland, Oregon, Department publicly warned Compercentage department, 44-38.
But, New Mexico had such a Mrs. Hanks holds a degree of soci- munist North Viet Nam not to
tremendous first half that the win- . ology from the University of Ore· stage criminal ti-ials of captured
. ning statistics are misleading. It gon. An authorized lecturer, teach- American servicemen.
Some 6Q American fliers -84
all went for nothing during the er, and practitioner of Christian
Scie11ce, Mrs. Hanks is currently Air Force and 36 Navy - are
last 10 minutes of the ga~e.
on tour of the United States and now being held as missing, but
~XIl!l WESTEIN IIC·I ,.& fl-1 roll pf lp
Canada.
'ArtII
presumed alive. Their exact sta0-6002-3312
wo...Jer
1-2500-0032
tus
is, unlmown.
Shed
4-10 40 3-3 7 4 11
Lallln
5-7 71 3-3. 2 s 13
North
VietNam has been hintFlolll'll1lt
5-10 50 0·1 10 1 10
ing
in
its
pt•opaganda that it may
2-6334-6448
~·r
6-19 32 7•10 3 3 19
treat the Americans as common
Students for a Democratic
Palacio·
1-2500-0002
Arm.tronr
0-2000-0100
criminals because no formally deSociety will give the people
Team
10
clared war exists between the
Tol.lla
who want it, a chance to ans14-14 II
41 11 fl
U.S. and North Viet Nam. Hanoi
.
wer
their
demonstration
last
NEW IIIEXIto
'f·•·• ,.&25 fl·•2-3 roll1 pUp
claims the U.S. airman have com·
Hoover
2 4
Friday. A discussion group
Morgan
•·•
" 0.0
1-3 I 5 '
mitted barbarous acts against hu·
will be held Tuesday afternoon
Howard
1·1 100
2 2 .2
Monroe
5-13 39 3-5 10 4 13
rnanity
with their bombfng atin
the
east
lobby
of
the
Union.
Dal:llela
3-11 38 9-9 7 5 l5
tacks.
PaltefiOII
7•14 50 5-7 • 2 19
!t will start at 8 p.m. and. run
Bose
1·1 100 0.1 1 0 2
th~;ough until 1Q. Students are
-0t!:,:&
"tt.st 41 ..... .jf···K ·''
Terminal Destroyed
·
in'Vited
to
come
and
leave
as
Teu1 Wtlilel'll -·~--.U ~
they wish.
BUR~ANK 1 Calif. (UI>I) - A
New Mulee ----··--·- - ~ 17-44
Attondartce - 1471
specta.cti1ar fire tliat raged out of

-

• •

arasses

·Tokes Lobos;
trong Comeback
1ns Cliffhanger

..SCARFACE and APHRODITE..

COVERED WAGON

.

',

~

"VINYL..

at Don Pancho's Art Theatre
2108 Central S.E.
This Sunday, February the 13th
at 2 and 4 p.m.-Two Showings

~·-

.

THUNDERBIRD, UNM•s Literary. M'agJazine
starts its film. series
two
films:

WHERE?

·EXJ!CO LOBO

:or

~

EXI.CQ

Season Patrons
To Hove Priority

or have .car. ·Call .298-8370. 2/1 o,

·,E.·.·.~.w.·,.·.
,,

-· ....-~

WASHING'rON-(UPl), Pres,
The fiJ:st round of the $6Q,QQO
ident Johnson proposed a broad
Ia PLANTE GALLERY
Phoenix Open Golf to11rnament
revision and enlargement of the
Fun Things fi'C)m
was canceled yesterday because
of high winds. and rain, With only
At last nights meeting of Young 12 year-old FoQd for Peace pro.. ,.r
half the field completing the round Am!lricans for Freedom, the chair- gram. . Administration officials
lVI ·
, ...
Tommy Aaron was leading with man, Tim .Hunter, announced that said the plan would help assure ·
3009' Central NE
a three-under-par 68 when a PGA he wal!l resigning his vost. Hunter ' .f1>1>d • price stability as well as
NEXT'DOOR ro, THE LOBO THEATt:'
' 1
official called the postponement.
said that he had been appointed :. •m~ee~t~.=g~lo~b=a~l~f:~o~od~n~e~e~d=s·~·;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;~~~-~~~~~~=~~;;~,
Three time Phoenix winner to
the College Conservative Coun- ·i'
. •,
Arnold Palmer still remains the cil, a national group, and would
man' to beat. Palme~;, with an be heavily occupied with this work.
amazing comeback start this year,
Hunter said that he would be
wit~
gr~4lt
has one win, two ~;econds, and a representng the conservatve stuthird in four starts this year. One dent movement of central New
of his second place showings came Mexco at the national level.
after he was beat in · a sudden
'The members· appointed Dave
a film by Andy Warhol. An e.xperiment into ~l.mmaking
death playoff by Doug Sanders.
Foreman, the vice-chairman, to
by a great pop artist. A real experienc11!!
-obe the interim chairman until
In profesional basketball Wilt elections could be held. No other
the "Stilt" Chamberlin needs only officer changes were made in YAF.
98 points to top the National Basa film about a dreamlike experience of a sleepwalker.
ketball Associations all time scorTwo and two are four unless
Directed by Fred Zimmerman.
ing record of 20,880 points held you add three, then it is either
by Bob Pettit.
,
five or seven.

(Complited fl:'om LOBO
News Sources)
This week-end will keep Lobo
sports fans hopping if they want
to catch all the action. The Lobo
five take on fo11rth ranked Texas
Western College Saturday night
at Johnson Gym in the week-end
highlight.
In other activity the wrestling
and swimming .teams will be on
horne ground whi1e the gymnastics
squad goes to Arizona. The tankerll go againat defending Welltern
Athletic Conference champ Utah
tomorrow at 2 p.m. in the Johnson
Gym pool.
The W olfpack matmen, with a
5-4 season record, see double action today. This afternoon at 2
-othey tangle with the Air Force
In the baseball world National
Academy and again at 8 against League batting' champion Roberto
Northern Arizona from Flagstaff. Clemente has signed his 1966 .conThe gymnastics squad goes tract with the Pittsburgh Pirates
against Northern Arizona tonight for an undisclosed sum.
and then move on to Tempe for
In eleven years in professional
baseball he has a lifetime average
of .309.
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SNCC Chairman Lewis to Speak
At ACOHR Civil Rights Meeting

'Religion Idea~ Need'

Discussion Tonight

IQI

.U Demonstration ·sharp Eyes?
LOBO to Offer
Is Pelted by Eggs 'A Large Pizza'
fridoy Afternoon 1~ ~~~~fzzaF!~!e!~red

by the LOBO staff as a prize to
By BARBARA E. WARNE
the student who. correctly dl$Obscene and vile shouts were covers how many editorial misthrown along with eggs and peb- takes are made by the paper this
bles at a group of demonstrators week. The contest begins with
on campus Friday afternoon.
this issue and will end with Fri·
The demonstration, started by day's edition.
the Students for a Democratic
"The idea behind the contest,"
Society, was meant to mourn said LOBO Editor Jim Jansson,
what. they called the loss of dig- "is to dramatize the efforts of the
nity of the United States. The staff to cut down the number of
demonstrators
stood
silently mistakes that have plagued the
around a coffin and a tombstone paper recently."
which said ''Here lies the Dignity
All entries should list the numof the United States of America: ber of mistakes clearly, the name,
Born-1776, Philadelphia;· Died(Continued on page 5)
1966, VietNam.
The group of about six around
the coffin were harassed by a
crowd surrounding the demonstration. For about a half an hour
in the afternoon the crowd numbered about 70 people yelling at
the demonstrators.
Earlier in the afternoon, the
campus police had put up a rope
barricade but when the crowd got
The City Resident's Council
worked up about 8:30, the police executive board Sunday continued
came in with wooden barricades planning for increased memberas well to keep the crowd back.
ship for the organization and
About 2:30-3 the crowd sud- scheduled senatorial elections for
denly discovered that James Ken- Tuesday night's general meeting.
nedy was one of the demonstl:'a.The number of senators to be
tora and then mueh of thei.: elected hinge~< on the success Qf

CRC Boord Sets
Senote Elections

al"-il:'~ . fo""'!'~<" · <>n

him,

They

threatened him in at least hal£ a
dozen ways. Kennedy is a former
head of the W.E.B. DuBois club
here and a self-admitted Communist.
"
The printable comments made
by the crowd ranged from "I hope
you aU catch cold" to "The only
good commie :is a dead commie."
There was also talk of throwing
water on the demonstrators in
order to get. rid of them.
Philip Nicholson, chainnan of
the Students for a Democratic So·
ciety, said later of the crowd that
its attitude indicated that there
was "a significant number of students here who are mindless, irresponsible, intolerant and not
given to understanding any democratic ideas."
"I guess the casket got on peoples' nerves, but there are caskets
coming out of Viet Nam everyday."
•
"I grieve fpr the students on
this campus," said Nicholson.
"And I 'm especially damning the
(Continued on page 3)

Ha·noi Makes Threat

State Department Warns
Against Criminal Trials

SDS Discussion

u.•

control for more than two hours
Simday destroyed the main building and the control tower at Lockheed Air Terminal.
Lockheed officials estimated
damage at close to $2 million. No
injuries were reported.
-0Russia Tests
MOSCOW (UPI)-The Soviets
set off what appeared to be a
powerful new underground nuclear test explosion Sunday. Military experts here said it may
have been aimed at developing a
mighty warhead for the world's
most powerful :rocket.
......0Soldier Shot
SANTO DOMINGO- A U.S.
soldier was shot and g~;avely
wounded· Saturday night as gunfire and e~plosions rocked Santo '
(Continued on page 5)

u.s.

'the ~ac '11\em,bersh\p .drlve dur-

ing registration last week. If approximately 80 more members " _,.
join Thur::;day the organization
will be eligible for two senators.
The senate representation will
be important for the Thursday
senate session when the new unicameral form of government for
UNM is voted on.
If the proposed government
gets out of senate and is passed
by the student body CRC will be
the factor that will detennine its
success.
In the one body system, city
residents will have the largest
number of representatives, followed by dorm students, and then
the Greeks.
·
CRC chairman Nooley Reinheardt commented pn the success
of the organization by saying, "I
think that City Resident's Council is olf to a good start, but if c ' ·••
city residents are to get the representation that their numbers
demand we will need more sup·
port. This suppprt should come if
the new government is accepted
by senate. Then it wiJI be that
much simpler to impress upon
city students that this organization can function and wiiJ have to
function to make a success of the
unicameral form ot gpve~;nmenL"
In the Tuesday. night meeting
senators will be elected but a spe.
cia! election to fill the eighth
position on the executive board is
also scheduled.
There will be a three way tunoff between Pat l>avidson, Ron
Rosenbaugh, and Gary Eklund. In
the SE quadrandt the caucus
chairmen resigned and will also ·! ~·
have to hold a special election to
filJ the vacancy.
The meeting will get underway
at 7:30 Tuesday night in the
Union theater.

Important Deadline
All student organizations
that have not turned in their
budget applications must do So
by Wednesday, Feb. 16. This is
the final deadline for the ap..
lllications. The requests should
be turned intp the Student
Budget Advisory Committee in
the Activities Center of the
Union.

''

Page3

Monday, .February 14, 1966

•

New Rules Affect
Dissertation Fee

UDemonstration
Is Pelted by Eggs

r

(Continu!d From Page~)
11nes who knew better and didn't
.speak up.''
"It is cu';'ious ~bat such a mild
· demonstratiOn could stir up such
hate."
"They were ready' to beat us a
couple of times," Nicholson commented.
AU through thel\ensest time
the demonstrators remainl!d completely silent, not even looking
at the crowd which heckled them
Signs which the demonstrators
had put· up around them re11d
"they are brothers whom w~
kill." "At What Price Escalation"
''The Only Security is Peace.'; •
Soon counter signs started
showing up. "Win in Viet Nam
Volunteer Here-Fight Communism Abroad.'' "No retreat-Beat
the Viet Cong.'' For a while the
group got together on the other
side of the street for a counter
demonstration which didn't last
long.
One man in the crowd held up
what appeared to be a schedule
of films for the Union this semester and ceremoniously burned it.
Later in the evening, after the
crowd h!ld broken up, a :few people came up to the demonstrators
to ask questions. These were answered.
When asked what the group
was advocating, Nicholson said
that all they wanted was the show
of e1fort toward peace. 4'There is
a Jot of sound judgement we
aten't listening to.''
.N,iehetlson also said, "1 think of
myself as very patriotic."
And commenting about the
crowd earlier, he said, "the mindlessness of these students existS
because they can't even debate
ideas!'
About eight people stayed
throughout the night, but none
was outside for the more than a
half hou:t' at a time due to the
cold.
.After. -midnight the. police be·

"COME ON RED, pour it on." Lobo basketball fans whoop it up in first half as their team coasts to an
impressive 16 point lead in the opening stanza. At right, Mel Daniels cans an easy bucket as Orsten Artis
(23) and Dave ";Big Daddy" Lattin look on.

;..,,

LO:BO Photos
By Tom Garner

Wolfpack l-lalftime Margin
Blown In Miners Comeback

LITTLE BOBBY .JOE HILL (14) of TWC manage!! to get off a shot
after driving the lane despite the defensive efforts of Daniels (44)
and Patterson (40).

By PETE KENDALL
LO:BO Sports Writer
With a twenty point lead and
close to 16 minutes left in the
game, UNM's Lobos appeare'd to
have the game sacked and the
preatige of having soundly flat.
tened a highly rated TWC team.
But due to two general rea··
sona, the 'Pack lo.st its substan·
tial lead, and finally the game, in
overtime, 67-64. Those reasons
were: 1) Daniels received his
fifth pe~son~l :t:oul with a consid·
erable amount of tims. left ·in the
game, and 2) Morgan fouled out,
sapping, :for the most part, all
the rest of the Lobos board
strength.
Perhaps, however, another vital reason would be that Texas
Western, in the tradition ·of all
great teams, did not give up when
they fell behind by that huge
margin in the second half.
It will be a surpise if Bobby
Joe Hill, TWC's 5'10" package of
greased lightning and elastic legs,
does not become a serious challenger to other AU-American ::andidates.
Indeed, Mel Daniels, Jim Patterson, and the rest of Coach Bob
King's boys played :fantastic ball
and never gave up themselVes. 1t
was just simply a ease of the first
half going to UNM and the Test
of the game to the Miners.

LOUIE, LOUIE, says Laura Loy at the Texas Western game Saturday night. Miss Loy apparently sought comfort from Louie the
Lobo during the basketball mishap that caused many fans to seek
a shoulder to cry on. The Lobos lost 67-64.

;:

I
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'·

' ·\
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LOBO BEN MONROE takes a last Jpok at the basket before going
up for a shot. He tallied 13 points for the night. Below. guard Don
Hoover jumps from an open spot in the corner as Hill of Texas
Western looks on in vain.

The exchange between the Uni·
versities of., New Mexico and
Massachu~s is in :full force
again second semester with eight
UNM students exchanging homes
with seven f:rom the Amherst,
Mp.sa., school •

· Students from New Mexico who

will 11pend a 11emester in Massa-

Nicholson said that he thought
there was "genuine fear on the
part of the administration and
the police that there was going
to be something dangerous."
At least three members of the
UNM faculty joined the demonstration, Dr. Roger Anderson, advisor to SDS and in the geology
department; Dr. Bainbridge Bunting of the art department, and
Dr. Harold Meier of the sociology
department.
·

Committee to Pick
UNM'sTop Teacher
A UNM professor will be
nr.med the outstanding teacher of
the year at UNM later this semester. A faculty-student committee will chose the profes!lor w
be honored.
·
The Teacher· Evaluation Committee will consist of seven :faculty members, one graduate stu·
dent, two seniors, two juniors,
two sophomores, and one frcmhman. Membership on the committee will be dist1ibuted among
a broad range of academic dis·
ciplin~s.
,
Students interested in the committee may apply to the student
council secretary.

-

Group to Analyze
Rhodesian Crisis

Bay State and UNM
Exchange Continues

came quite rlgkl with people pua·
ing by.

: :

chusetts al'e Sharon Donohoe,
Jenyl Langnel' 1ulu Joyce Schnedler, all of Albuquerque; Freddie
Heitman, Hagerman; Karen Huffman, Tucumcari; Marsha Rob·
erts, .Farmington; Maey Carolyn
Jones, Santa Fe, and Carol Potts
:from Artesia.
Hel'e from the East are Suzanne Anne Hall, East Hampton,
Long Island: Ellen A. Hatch,
West Acton, Mass.; Karen Jones,
Marstons Mills, Mass.; Nancy L.
O'Brien, Shattuckville, Mass.;
Patience S. Pye, Pittsburgh, Pa.;
Deirdre Smith, Scituate, Mass.;
and Sandra S. Whitcomb, Chelmsford, Mass.
·
The exchange pl'Ogram is administered ·by the UNM College
of Education and is in its fifth
year.

~ i
;

''

The crisis in Rhodesia will be
the subject of a forum next week
by the University Association on
the United Nations. AU university
personnel are invited to attend.
Panel members who will analyze
the government of Premier Ian
Smith and his unila.teral decla~a·
tion of independence from. Bri·
tain are Dr. .Edwin Hoyt, chAir•
man of the government department: Penni Adrian, a !iebat.er
and student senator; and Joe
Gaita, a student :from Kenya.
The forum is scheduled for 8
p.m., Feb. 22 in the Union, room
.to be announced.

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
Central E:., Albuquerque, New
I'IK>n• 14t.Oon

ORTHO-VENT SHOES
cxc!psive Spring Step
latest Spring & Summer Styles

.,
~
~.

'

SHOP
,.PATIO .CANDLE
Coronado Center

-----

.·242-4251 .
JIM HOWARD (33)t backeourt•.man-for the Lobos, attempts to fake Nevil Shed (33) and an uniden-·
titied Mirier al!ing the bltseOne during Saturday night's contest.
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3009 Central NE , ~
NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEATER
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l
SEE INDIANS MAKE
TURQUOISE JEWELRY

OLD TOWN

SOUTHWEST
ElECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER ANI\
LIGHTER REPAIR
200 THIRD NW
247-8219

lheCollege
.

'

303 ASH NE
DIAL243-2881

..........................
DEDICATED to service' to the
University student body, administrators, alumni, faculty
and staff.

quets, donees, lectures, conferences and group meetings.

256-7577

THE LOW COST will be a
pleasant surprise.

SEE theY

W.t. PIANO

YOU CAN EAT at the COLLEGE INN for $60 a month.

8:1.!!. SAN
MATEO SE

. .,

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
MECHANICAL,
AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL,
ELECTRICAL,
and METALLURGICAL
ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING MECHANICS
APPLIED MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS and
ENGINEERING PHYSICS

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

I

1r. .;a

OldTown

l

MEXICO

thinking PIANO?
Minority is no disproof: Wisdom is not so strong and :fleet as
never to have known defeat. Advoeatus Diaboli
A beaver can dig a hole in a
short time.

Pratt&
Whitney
Aircraft

.i

'·

I

Appointments should be made
in advance through your
College Placerrlent Office

Priced from SOt! to $1.50

t
!

Unusual Things From

'

.S-25 hours of pleasure

~

j

Campus Representative
Fred Wright

Our little heart shaped
scented Valentine Candles
make wonderful gifts

,,'

,

Ia PLANTE GALLERY

ORGANIZA110NS - plan your
partie1; and meetings wUh us.
~omp\ete ..foc\\ities tor \;lan•

A world authority on the literntY' works of William Beckford,
Boyd Alexande1·, will lecture here
Wednesday at 8:80 p.m. in the
Fine Arb Recital Hall.
S~bject of Alexander's talk will
be "The Dream Castle of an English Romantic/' covering the
18th century dream castle created
by Beckford, where he lived alone
with his books.

··-·.:~·""""=-=~
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YO\II' Tnaco Star Dealer

for Seniors and Graduates in

Beckford 'Castle•
To Be Discussed

Warm and Pleasing

.

Beginning next fall certain
will take place in the
dissertation requirements of the
graduate school.
The change11, as recommended
by. an Ad Hoe Committee appomted by Dean Springer will in~
volve the dropping of the' present
Doctor's dissertation fee and sub~
stitution of, apparently, a much
larger fee.
Doctoral candidates will be required, in the future, to "com·
plete a minimum of 18 credit
hours of dissertation, six of
which may be taken during the
semester" of the comprehensive
exam. The regular $14 per hour
charge will apply to doctoral
candidates.
·
"Once a student has enrolled
for dissertation credit" he will be
required to take "at least three
credits of dissertation each semester" until the completion of his
final oral exam.
The time limit for completing
dissertation work will be cut frl)m .
the 11resent seven years to three
years, undflr normal circum·
stances.
"Increased efficiency" was the
primary reason given by a graduate school official for the switch
University rules presently a.p~
plying to the dissertation fee,
quoted from the currl!nt catalog:·
"Graduate students will signify
formal registration for doctoral
dissertation only once. At this
registration, they will. be required
to pay, in addition to tuition and
other fees, the special fee for the
doctoral dissertation ($6S.Oo-see
special fees)."
There is no specification as to
c~anges

when this fee may be paid, and it
would seem that Ph.D. candidates
may be able to save around $190
by paying the fee now instead of
U:eJ>t fall.

,

FEBRUARY 25

All f~ual Op~ Employer

. .
' ' Sf'IECUILISTS IN.~~ •• tGWtA FOR pjo,iULSION_;POW£11 FOil AUitlliAR'i' s'tStt:MS. ' • ' ' , • . • •
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LETTERS

PHILIP NICHOLSON, SDS chairman, came outside the
area of the vigil to speak to the group of interested students
and five minutes later they were accosted by what appeared'
to be a campus policeman. '.'It is after midnight and I don't
see any reason for you to be here," he informed the group,
"so leave."
.
They said that they were just asking questions and that
Qne of them was from the LOBO. Still they were ordered to
leave the area.

Campus

POLICE OVERPROTECTION
Some of the police "guarding;' the demonstrators in the
silent vigil went a little overboard. After midnight anyone
coming near the demonstration was questioned and politely
-at first-asked to leave the area.
A group of people who happened to be in the area at the
time including the LOBO reporter covering the story tried
to talk to some of the people in the demonstration but were
immediately told, "It is the wish of the Dean that this is
kept as a silent vigil."

I.etters are- ·welcome. and · should · be nq
longer than 250 word~, 'typewritten, doubi!l
spaced. Name, telephone 'n\lmber and ad~
dress must be included, alth!>ugh n11me will
be withheld, upon request.

"Master Planner," who, in his
planning the. circular drive
around· our beloved halls of learning, lias inconvenienced the motor-d!jving public to distraction.
We pedestrians offer all you motorists our deepest sympathy, and
may,your tribulations cease come
summertime.
~
Consider the poor .''foot ;projected· student," who, by chance, is
headed for Central Ave. by the
way of Yale or the Student Union, If he is not mired up to his
neck in mud via ·the obstacle
course confronting him, he will
(if he decides to go around this
sea. of mud,) be mangled by some
maniac driving a souped up· Mustang. It seems that the "Master
Planner" has forgotten we poor
souls of the ankle brigade completely.
· The city of Albuquerque has
grown rapidly; in fact, it has
grown so fast that they have forgotten to put in sidewalks on at
!east 50 per cent of the streets.
The other evening, while "ankling" my way down University
Blvd., headed for Sigma Chi Ave.
NE, I rancompletely out of sidewalk. Actually, I thought that I
had stepped off a precipice into
the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, for before I had reached bottom I bad recited three Our Father's and a Hail Mary. The good
Lord must have been with me ,for
here I am writing this sllly note
to Jim Jansson.
Please don't interpret this letter as being pessimistic, Mr. Edi·
tor, for as it is typed, I can just
visualize the future generation of
students stampeding to classes
over acres of green campus. By

WE FEEL THAT the pqlice should have left the demonstrators and anyone who wished to question or even heckle
them alone, as they did in the afternoon. When someone
made any move toward violence, then was the time for the
police to move. Not before.

The police on this campus have gotten a little too inflated
with power and they order the students around as if these
students were merely their pawns.
The police are definitely needed for protection and order,
but they also have an obligation to watch out that they do
not protect the students out of everything they have:
-Barbara E. Warne

VIOLENCE ON CAMPUS
The inereasing amount of violence in reaction to demonstrations on campus disturbs us. At the recent Students for
a Democratic Society's silent vigil last Friday, we are advised of near physical violence, egg throwing, and the. necessity of putting up a chicken wire fence. to protect SDS •
demonstr.ators.
·

,,

~.

••

,.

IT IS STRANGE, first of all, that students who oppose
the views of SDS should choose violence as a means of
counter-acting them. It is our opinion that students would
be more successful in opposing such ·demonstrations by ig..
noring them since demonstrations depend upon drawing
public attention for success.

Let us state here and now, however, that we are diametri~lly opposed to any attempt to deny the right ·of free
speech to anyone on campus, be he a Communist or a John
Bircher.

WE, THEREFORE, condemn the activities of those students who physically harassed the SDS ·demonstrators.

To the SDS detnonstr.ators themselves, whose views we
don't particularly agree with, we say ' 1Speak if you ·must,
for we are pledged to defend your right to do so," but we
advise them to "Go home, angry young men, the fad's out
this year."
Jansson

· ' ·:...James

........ t

at the Fine Art booth Tuesday
and Thursday. The booth is open
from 10 in the morning until noon
and from 1 until 2:30 in the
afternoon both days.
-()--

Soprano Marni Nixon, the
voice of "My Fair Lady Fame,"
will appear in concert here tomorrow. Her program will begin
at 8:15 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Center foyer, under sponsorship
of the University Program Series.
Holders of season tickets to the
eight concerts and students with
activity cards will be admitted
first. General admission tickets
will go on sale 15 minutes before
the performance.
-o-A conference on pure and applied mathematics will be held
at New Mexico Tech in Socorro,
Feb. 25-26, Two- :UNM professors
of mathematid, Dr. Julius R.
Blum and Dr. Simon T. Kao will
attend. Dr. Stanislaw Ulam from
the University of Colorado will
be the featured speaker.
-o-"Les Animaux Denatures,'' a·
French novel and play about an
ape fathered by :man, is discussed
by Dr. Jack Kolbert in the December issue of the French Review. The author is professor of
French here.
,
His discussion concerns how a
successful French novel can be
turned into an even more successful French play,
--()--

Beginning with this year's su:m·
mer session, American College
Tests will replace the traditional
placement tests at UNM. J, C.
McGregor, director of admissions,
urges high school seniors graduating in June to consult their
high school counselors for test;..
ing dates .and places.
Dr. Harold .Drummond, chairman of the UNM department of
elementary education, speaks at
7:M tonight at the meeting of
the Bellhaven PTA. His subject,
"Pressures on the Child In and
Out of School" will be delivered in
the Grant Junior , High School
:multi-purpose room.

then, Johnson Gym will have Been
covered with IVY, Zimmerman Li~
brary apd Mitchell Hall will be ·
ringed by monuments, statues and
·plaques honoriiig the students of
1965-66 and '67 who perished in
the "Great Massacre of the Mas. ter Planner."
Paul S. llundy ·
-0AN;OTHER VIGIL ·
Dear Editor:
Members of the Students for
a Democratic Society were repeatedly challenged at the silent
vigil to explain why they were
there. Many in the crowd tried
·to engage the people in the de· monstration in conversation and
were genuinely interested in discussing Viet Nam. SDS. airees ·
with these people that a demonstration is a poor form of communication that must be used
only as a last resort.
With this ' in mind SDS will
conduct a soul session this Tuesday afternoon beginning at 3
p.m. in the discussion area of the
east room of the Student Union
lobby.
The session will break for dinner and resume again at 7 and
run until 10.
The format of 'the soul session
leads to a deeper analysis of
one's views. The purpose is not
to present arguments for or
against anything, but to probe
the reason why people feel the
way they do about the war.
Students are invited to enter
and leave the session at an;Vtime.
Dr. Roger Anderson
Advisor to SDff ·•

Poor .·Taste Seen

We feel that the security precautions were a little too rigid.
There were enough policemen in the area throughout the
night to protect the demonstrators adequately without orNelli Shkolnikova, Russian wodering all other students out of the area. Students have a
man violinist, will play in conright to walk around the camp~s at night and even to ex- cert here Thursday, Feb. 24 at
, ~OM ORMSBY
'
press their disapproval of any demons~tqrs .as }Qilg as Aey~ 8:16.p.m. in the >Fine Art.S'Center
There
was
more
than
one
elerecital
hall.
There
is
no
admission
. , do so peaceably. And all the people accosted by the police cbargfl, However, a!il seating is ment of poor taste in last Fri· ~ ·Friday night were at the time peaceful. ·.
limited, tickets must be picked up day's 24 hour vigil on this cam-

Briefs
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MOTIVE QUESTIONED
Dear Editor:
Once again some members of
the majority sentiment have
made a mockery of their beliefs
by taking up the cry c-f the luna tic fringe.
·
Last Friday less than a dozen
members of the SDS posed such
a threat to the American way of
life that some of the good solid
members of our ·community had
to take on the role of the superpatriot. This resulted in the
throwing of .eggs and voicing of
threats and, even worse, in the
defiling of the ba~;dc f)rinciple that
this country's heritage rests on.
I have to ask what motivates
·an intelligent middle-class college
student to react like a primitive?
·What is it that C!luses emotion
to reign supreme and reason to
be ignored?
The only good in the situation
of last Friday, except for the emphasis of the demonstration itself, was that the hecklers were
not made up of the political opposition but were of the noncommitted, uni!lformed members
of the college community.
·
I grant that in today's world
everybody has a right and a re.
sponsibilty to take ;part in the
topical and timely debates; however, the debates .must remain
rational and not emotional. if they
are to be solved.·
Tom lsgar
-0MASTER PLANNER, AGAIN
Dear Editor:
I have been reading most of
the complaints directed to the
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In 24 Hour Vigil

pus.
The primary element was, of
course, another in the long line
of publicity-seeking protests on
the part of UNM's own "stop the
world, I want to get off" groups,
this time in the personage of the
SDS (Students Democratic Society) •
If perhaps, you have wondered
about the intent of SDS in the
past, the demonstration should
have clarified that question, topped by the participation of James
Kennedy, self-eonfessed Commu.nist.
The remainder of the group,
composed of remnants from other
campus "Ban-America" clubs also
provided their own particular
brand of distaste to the entire
affair. It is not certain who authored the main poster of the pro,
test which stated, "The United
. States of America-.Born Phil•
adelphia · 1'176, Died Viet Nam
1966/' but it can be reasonably
·attributed, to one of those draftdodging youngsters who find little
to do in life, except gripe about
the government under which their
own rights :flourish.
· Actually, demonstrations such
as those are no longer the object
·Of criticism by those who witnessed. They have actually turned
into a circus of nonsense--a
chance to. wateh the young unshaven prostitute their misguided
beliefs with the hopes of extensive persuasion, etc. We need not
even s.corn' these rebels any:more,
as we only need note from whence
they come, so to say.
However, we should like to
point put that the manner ill
which some passers-by conducted
themselves was also in poor taste.
We would all do better to completely ignore the demottstrations,
Mt beeause we feel that they
might "just go away," but be--cause we are ·aware that aueh
heretics thrive on publicity, no
matter how adverse-the worse,
'the better, it would seem. Money
and egg throwing did little good,
except to give the protestors even
mt»re tq protest in the future.
· To be perfectly honest, they

could expect little els~ frbm their
contemporaries.
Anyone who
stands up in a crowd and overtly
rejects a major policy of the
government is bound to be the
target of widespread and unanimous objection.
The type of demonstration that
would be most welcome is one
that protests protestors, and
would do something constructive
to rid this campus of all· those
who do not care for this country-perhaps a drive to finance
a one way trip for Kennedy and
his cronies to some obscure nation where their beliefs of politics
exemplify their own failure.

NEWS· ROUNDUP

(ContinUed From Page 1)
Domingo for tne tourth straight
night. The name of U.S. 82nd
airbr;~rne paratrooper, r;~n guard
duty downtown was withheld,
pending notification of next of
kin.
·
A U.S. Army jeep patrol al!!o
came under fire from armed civilians. but t.here were no casualties.
··
-0Rabbi Wounded
DETROIT - About 600 worshippers watched in horror as a
member of the~v~mgregation at a
Jewish ecumenical service got up
and critically wounded Rabbi
Morris Adler with a pistol.
The assailant then turned the
gun on himself. He was identified
as Richard Wishnetsky, 23. Both
Wishnetsky and Adler were in
critical condition with head
wounds.
Rabbi
Adler was widely
known through his activities with
the United Auto Workers Union
and clerical affairs.
Wishnetsky's father, an insurance agent told ;police that Richard had been a psychiatric patient at Detroit General Hospital.
-0Program Announced
WASHINGTON -The American Red Cross has announced
a program which will enable Job
Corps volunteers to establish contact with their families in any
emergency.
The program will have three
purposes: to enable Job Corps
officials and enrollees to decide
whether a trainee shoUld return
home in an emergency; to bolster
··:-moral of volunteers distressed by
· - ·:;:.<:"anditions at home; and, to send
home at the .request of a Coi:ops
official an oft'icial report of an
enrollees death, accident or illness.
-0Transport Crashes
MADRID- A U.S. Air Force
C-124 heayy air transport plane
with eight crewmen aboard was
missing early Sunday near the
scene ol the Jan. 1'1 nuclear
bomber crash in southern Spain.
Tho bl" 1our-engino plane was
on a support mission in connection with the search. :for a missing
U.S. nuclear bomb.
-0Scientists Named
WASHINGTON- Three additional American scientists have
been named foreign members of
the Soviet Academy of Sciences.
They are Dr. Herman Francis
,.,. Mark of Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, a specialist in polymer
· ,., chemistry; Dr. Severo Ochoa, a
researcher in nucleic acid synthesis; and, Dr. Richard Courant,
a mathematical analyst and ;physicist from New York University.
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Nixon Offers Advice
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Former
Vice President Richard M. Nixon
continued criticism o~ parts of
President· Johnson's poficy in Viet
Nam as 1\ member of what Nixon
called the "loyal opposition."
Nixon told a news conference
that he and the Republican party
l>ack Johnson's attempts to halt
Communist aggression in Viet
Nab but he had two suggestions
on how to do a better job. .
One might be an economic
blockade of North Viet Nam and
a stepped up use of naval and
air power.
-0. Strike Submitted
NEWARK, N.J. - Newark's
mayor and the bargaining representatives for Newark's teachers
agreed Friday night to submit
their strike dispute to an impartial fact finder.
Mayor Hugh J. Addonizio and
the Newark Teachers Association
also said they would accept the
findings of the fact finder.

LOBO to Offer
ALorge Pizzo

Petty to Talk

Young Demos

UNM Young Democrats will
meet tonight in Roo:m 250-C of the
Union at 7:30. Firemen's union
representative, William Pedigo,
. will speak on the fireman-policemal'l_ wage equalization controversy, The public is urged to attend.

Dr. P~ul V. Petty, UNM; professor of education, will speak
Tuesday, Feb. 15, at the annual
convention of the American Assn.
of School Administrators being
held Feb, 12-16 at. Atlantic City,
N.J,

(Continued From Page l)
address, and phone number of the
Help! I'm being held prisoner
entrant. Only editorial mistakes
in the UNM print shop.
will be counted such as mis-spellGoldilocks Tryouts
ings,
mis-information
on
meetTryouts for the University's
l'ngs d!1te. s and p1aces, etc., and
Ch'
'
· f
typographical mistakes. All en1ldren s Theatre progduction o
"Goldilocks and the Three Bears"
tries must be in by 4:30 p.m. using adult cast members will be
Friday, Feb. 18.
·
Wednesday, Feb. 16 from 4-5:30
ofthe
In case of ties, the first entry p.m. and from 7:30-9 p.m. in
FIFTH WIND .
received will be the winner, All
entries should be placed in the :,R;;;;o;;;;d;;;;e;;;;y;;;;T;;;;h;;;;e;;;;a;;;;t;;;;re;;;;,;;;;;;;;i;;;;o;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
Open Nightly
LOBO box at the activities cen- 'r
7 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
ter of the Union or delivered to
Ia PLANTE GALLERY
Featuring
the business office of Student Pub"
Interesting Things From
lications in the Journalism buildLive Folic. Music
ing.
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Lawyer Questions
Mott Examination
NEW YORK-(UPI), An attorney for the family of the late
Newcomb. Mott says a postmortem exa:mination by American experts did not rule out the possibility that Mott was murdered in
Russia. Mott died en route to a
Soviet prison camp last month
and the Russians said he commit· ted suicide.
The attorney, G. Adams said,
"Where the doctors have decided
~hat while the wounds were the
type compatible with self-infliction, they also were consistant
wit~ infliction by other persons."

. 'Computations' Talk

"Executive Progra:m for OnLine Process Computations" will
be the subject of a talk by Dr.
H. B. Demouth of the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory at an elec•
trical engineering colloquium. It
will take place today at 3 :30 p.m.
in .. the Electrical Engineering
building, Room 201.

Singing Valentines

Spurs,
sophomore women's
honorary, is offering to send Valentine greetings in the form of
Spur-0-Grams to be sent anywhere on ca:mpus. The price is
$ .35 for a sung valentine greeting and $ .25 for a written one.
.Spur·O-Grams will . be I!Old all
day today in the Union.

SoYiets Seutence Men
MOSCOW (UPif ,_."Five Soviet men were sentenced to death
Saturday for taking phrt in the
mass murder of thousands of Russians during ~he World War D
Nazi occupation.
.
A sixth defendant W'-lJ , sentenced to 15 ycar8 in prison.
The men were charged with
helping_ slaughter 14,000 Jews,
gypsies, scientists, women anc:J
old persons in the. Caucasus resort region o'f the Soviet Union
"in 1942.
·
· ·
The prosecution charged that
the defendants helped the Nazis
round up victims and kill then:
J:,y shooting or gassing. ·

lfs the one you sign on at your

placement office for an interview with _IBM
March 7-8
Want growth-with a difference?
Career excitement-with
stability? New f~ontier& in all
technologies-with the leader
in the nation's fastest-growing
major industry?
IBM can offer you extraordinary
growth opportunities in
Research, Development,
Manufacturing, Programing
and Administration-throughout
its network of labs, plants
and technical centers.
If you want the facts about these
careers, you'll want to talk to
the IBM Interviewer.
Certainly, he wants to talk to you
about these key jobs.
They're jobs with technical
responsibility. Where you can

Sound Familiar?
SAIGON, (UPI) - Secretary
of Agriculture Freeman got what
he called some "ridiculous" news
on his tour of Viet Nam .todayHe teamed that Viet Nam's directOr of agricultural research
has been drafted into the Army.
Free:man complained that . de-spite the shortage of qualified
personnel te» deal with the farm
problem, the Saigon govermnent
is drafting everyone. Freeman
saic:l the agriculture research di·
rector is "one of the few people
itt the c:ountry with .the eqnivalent of a Ph.D. and they have
him cleaning latrines." Be added
••• "this is ridiculous."
Freeman arrived with Vice
President Humphrey to survey
farm pr~blems in the .,.ar-tom
country•

1 :; •

put yQUr ideas to work and
earn superior rewards.

IBM Is going places.
Why not come along?

In a growth company like IBM,
responsibility and advancement
come rapidly. In fact, during
the next five years IBM expects
to appoint approximately G,OQO
new managers. A wide range
oftralning and education
programs will help you meet
the challenge of growth.

Whatever your area of study,
ask us how you might use your
particular talents at IBM.
Job oppOrtunities at IBM lie In·
eight major career fields:
(1) Research and Development,
(2) Engineering,
(3) Manufacturing, (4) Finance
and Administration,
(5) Marketing, (6) Field
Engineering, (7) Systems
Engineering, (8) Programing.
IBM Is an Equal OpP.QrtUnitY,
EmP.Ioyer.

So visit your placement office
now for a line on IBM. Sign ·
on it for your interview. If for any
reason you can't arrange an
interview, visit your nearest
IBM branch office. Or write:
Manager of College Relations,
19M Corporate Headquarters,
Armonk, New York 10504.

IBM
'.
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Uncle ?:o111 $ Teacher Program ·
-Va!J/JiH' ·
.By THOMAS ORMSBY
Well,
24 hour vigil is all
over and its a shame too. It was
a good end of the week laugh to
'Yatch the Vietniks holding memorIal services over a coffin which
represented the death of the U.S.
(due to foreign policy). It was
also refreshing to see good old
James Kennedy there. We thoughj;
for a while that he had run out
of groups to infiltrate, but Jo and
behold, the latest is SDS (Students who Destest the Service).

group, Mary
Wanna, was quite upset by all
of the egg throwing and heckling
that went on, It was the first
time that she didn't enjoy getting
needled.

* • *

We were all quite impressed by
the appearance of the demonstrators, but we have become secustimed to this type around campus.
One. protestor in particular was
ye~:y noteworthy-all decked out
m black motorcycle boots, leather
* * *
Plans ·are in the offing to pro- pants, leather jacket
long
duce a movie about the demon- scoungy hair, and a lon~ bushy
stration. It will be called "The beard. But what she was doing
Egg and I,"
'there is beyond me.

* * *

We have learned that some
~et_nbers o! UNM's faculty were
md.Irectly Involved in the protest.
This stands to reason, as they
were from the Sociology department, a~d before the p1·otest, took
out their revenge in final exams.

* * *

* * *

.Jack Cairns, UNM Security
Director was present for part of
the show,.and during some of the
tense moments, had one of his officers arrested for standing in the
way of the egg-throwers. Good
show, Jack.

* * ..

The UNM police were out in
Now that Kennedy had black!ull fore~ {all five of them) dur- washed the name of SDS once
mg the VJg!l, and kept a keen eye
:'nd ~or all, we understand that he
on the crowd, offering advice as Is gomg to form yet another club
to where to lob the next egg For on campus. It will be known as
onc.e, we're glad to see that the Inter~ational Movement for the
pobce were on the side of the Rea~mess of Educated Dupes (abmajority of the students.
b~eVIated, I'MRED). The club
* * *
Will concern itself with the issue
· It was learned that the vigil of guns or butter, a prominent
sc~eduled for 24, hours did not statement in recent news. Kenqu1te go all the way. They had to nedy will offer ·the government a
come inside in the early mourning compromise under that topichours due to the cold. It seems margarine-tipped spears.
th!lt the casket wasn't the only
* * *
thmg that was coffin.
The real reason for the protest
~as not yet been published. It all
* * *
After the protest, all of the Stems back to last semester's
demonstrators went to their head- finals. You see, all of the demonquarters for a celebration com- strators received low Marx.
P!ete with their own br~nd of
* * *
Cigarettes. You might say that the
One ironical note that an obwhole thing went to pot.
servant witness pointed out is
th~t the coffin was draped with an
*
*
*
Jamea .Kennedy left the de- A1r Force blanket.
monstration early. People were
• • •
lC?Oking .at him like he had egg on
Some of the demonstrators went
his face.
down to Olde's. after their shift
was over for a cup of coffin and
* * *
All of us who watched the vigil
some of "their" cigarettes. They
thought it was rather amusing. had a couple of beers, and then
But actually, the yoke was on the went back to the vigil. This little
demonstrators.
group was tagged as the Bearded

Marty Lyman Describes Winning Techniques

Monda,-, Februaey 14, 1966

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Leadership Course

A course in leadership is being
offered this semester by the
Aquinas Newman Center. Classes
will be held on eight consecutive

USTEN TO KNMD

The one application and testing session for admission to any.
teacher education program at
UNM for the Spring Semester
1966 will be held Thursday, Feb.

16. The course is open to
people regardle!IS of religious affiliation..

-l.,- __ MEXIEe --~

Student Senate

Student Senate will meet this
Thursday at 3:30 in the Union.
Ballroom. Senate President :Dick
Baker said the agenda would inelude the new constitution if it is
reported out of the Evaluation
Co~mittee
Wednesday. Baker
remmded new senators to pick up
credential forms.
------------Beered Reefered Bier Beefer
Bearers.

3009 Central NE
HEX'( DOOR TO TliE LOBO THEATER

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY

17.

This admission procedure is
required for anyone working toward first l!ertification to teach
in a particular field (music, secondary, elemel)tary). It should
be completed before registering
for any professional education
course numbered 300 or above.
The applicant must attend an
application and testing session,
establish a record of all his academic work, and complete an in·
terview with a member of the
~acuity of the department provid·
mg the professional education
courses leading to the certification
he seeks.
Dean Chester C. Travelstead,
of the College. of Education, reports that dul·mg the Fall Semester 1965 a total of 394 students
~ere admitted to teacher educatl?n programs. These stude~ts
will complete programs in the
C,?llege of Fine Arts, the College
ot Arts and Sciences, the College
of Business Administration, or
the College of Education as is
approJ!ria.te for their curriculum.
Begmnmg with Semester II
of the 1965-66 academic year an
earl.Y admission program wili be
available to University College
students who earned 14 semester
~ours credif:. exclusive of PhysIcal Education, with a acholar~hip in?ex of 2.5 or higher durmg the1r first :;emester and have
cleare? th_eir English Proficiency
Exammat1on requirement. Regular admission has as a prereq~site the eligibility to transfer
from University College.

By PETE KENDALL · .
faced. What makes Oklahoma so one leg is trapped with the arm
LOBO Sports Writer
good is that they have five peo- picked up, leading to your being
The Lobo wrestler~, on the ple who are or . were national Wl'.a.IJped around the opponent's
~·-·--·h<>.els- of-a 30-11-beatmg--by- tn-e--champlons ol'runners~up in their
body." Lyman pinned his Air
Au: Force Academy Falcons, will divisions. We were shut 1111t in our Fol·ce oppone)!t in 7:23 with what
attempt a comeback next .week- meet with them, and ·I im11gine is known as a figure four. "'fhis
end when th~y tr~vel to Utah to they have a fairly good chance at begins with the legs wrapped
around your opponent's trunk
meet the Umversity of Utah and winning nationals.''
BYU.
.
Lyman went on to .describe leading to a full nelson."
In take-down methods most
"The A1r Force," announced some of the basic techniques used
Marty Lyman, "was one of the in wrestling matches. Three of popular with individual Lobo
better teams we've meet this the more popular pinning com- wrestlers, "Lou Sciarra likes to
year. l believe they've lost only binations used in the sport· are use the fireman's carry in which
one or two meets. Their top man the guillotine, the cradle and the he falls back and lets the OPP9nent's own weight carry him olf
is their 145 pounder (Henderl;lon), figure four.
'
balance. Steve Clarkson, our
and he hasn't lost a match yet
"The cradle," Marty explains
,
this year."
.
"consists simply of one a~ heavyweight, favors the head and
"But actually:• he continued, around the head, the other around heel takedown accomplished by
"Oklahoma and Adzpna State the body and both locked. The catching your opponent moving
are the best two teams we've guillotine is a leg hold in which into you. You tilen push on his

Ia PLANTE GALLERY·
Unusual Things from

lJe_~_t~:~:~ti~::_n~ig~hts:1fz_ro~m~;7;d1to~e!sd:~45~~·

89 Winrock Center

298-1828

·
Fiction a11d Nonlictlo"
Children's Books
Paperl!acks
Bargains

CLINICAL PHARMACY
PH. 255-l647

5002 GIIISOI-4 IllVD. S.E.
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

Are you tired of hunting for the meat
on your sandwiches?
Then follow the crowd to

JUMBO JACK'S DRIVE-IN

UADJHQ D'YHAMIOB is a unique,

SIGN HERE ······~••+••••············~····"'-••··~
For a FREE CHANCE on a $5.00 Meal Ticket
Just drop this signed ad in our lucky Box.

••~ . ,.
~ "

. Phone 247-0011

I Block South of Compus

HOW, DID IT ST.AilTf

Twenty years ago Mrs. Evelyn
Wood, whlle working toward her
· master degree, handed a term.paper
to a professor and watched Jrlril
read the 80 pages at 6,000 'vords HOW ABOU'1' TECHNICAL
per minute wit~ oustanding reeall MATERIAL!
and comprehension.
, ·s · · 1 h •
a t ...
Determined to find the secret bepeeia tee !ll~ues are :use on een·
hind such rapid reading, she spent. •mcal:ma~eri!-1. Students !ire asked
the next two years tracking do'I'Vlr to b:ong t\ler t~wn techmcal boo~
50 people who could read between to study. T}tat way they can get
1,500 and 6,000 words per minute. so~e of the1r homework out of the
She studied their techniques, and way,
taught herself to read at these faster rates. Now after years of testing,
you cau benefit from this great dis- WHAT DOES THE COURS~
TEACH?
covery.
Reading more than one word at a
WHAT ARE THE RESULTS? time.
95% of our graduates read 3 to 10 How to read down the page
times faster than their starting How to preview the book
speed with good comprehension and How to read without hearing or
recall.
saying words
WH1' DO MARY PEOPLE
Reading with a planned purpose
BEAD SLOWL'Y1
How to recall what you read
Three bad habits cause most slo'W
How to study for a test
reading:.
How to read technical material
(1) Saying the words to ourself.
{2) Seein1 ouly one word at a time. How to make permanent recall
(3) Regression - going back and records.
rere~Jding unnecessarily.
How to read newspapers; magazines. How to read elassics and conWH1' BEAD RAPIDLY!
With the knowledge explosion of ceptual material
today it is impossible for the aver- How to comprehend rapidly
age reader to keep up in his field, Stabilizing of speed and compre·
much less learn about the many new hension
tbings that are happening.

,.

i'·"

Cramming
Clowning
Crashing

Pubbing
Frugglng

';

PE
Shirts and

of
FORTREL® and cotton

'I

<

-·

•

:::.

l . '

'
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The Course?

You will see an amazing documented film about Reading Dy·
namies.
Learn how Reading Dynamics can
help you to faster reading,. im·
proved comprehension, greater
tention.
Just by being.present you may
a course absolutely free.

Senator Symington, Missouri: ''I
can read most material at speeds
above 3000 W .P.'M. and technical
materials in the 2000 W.P.'M.
range.''
Pete Smythe, KOA radio: "I not
only enjoy reading more, but feel
that my concentration and comprehension have greatly improved. On
novels I have now settled down to
about 2000·2500 W.P.M. My initial
test showed a reading spead of 350
W.P.M."

\

They stay like new forever. In a
fuJI range of c:olora and atylell.

free
Public
Demonstration

•
Monday, February 14

4, 6 and 8 P.M.
Ed Koepke, Co-owner KDEN Ra·
dio: 1'I feel a real sense of achievemen~ in being able to multiply my
reading apeed by about 10 times
what it was when t\e course began,
and also being able to increase my
comprehension."

RESULTS ABE
GUARANTEED
We guarantee to increase the reading efficiency of each student by at
least three times with equal or bet'ter comprehension. We will refund
the entire tuition of any student
who does not triple his reading efficiency as measured by the begin·
ning and subsequent tests, or the
student may retake the course free
of charge•

LIFE TIME GRADUATE

wear.

SEB

. You Are Invited
To Attend Free
Public Demonstrations

Who Has Taken

Conventional rapid reading courses Over 150,000 people from 12 to 84
aspire to 450.600 words per minute. years of age ~ave taken the course.
Most Reading Dynamics graduates Here are some of their· comments:
can read between 1,500 and 3,000
words per ll)inute.
Senator Proxmire, Wisconsin: ('I
must say that this is one of the
'l\Seful education experiences
most
HO MACHINES ARE USED
I
have
ever had. It certainly comYou learn instea(l to use your hand
pares
favorably
with the experias a pacer, a tool you always have
ences
I've.
had
at
Yale and Har·
wjth.you.
1
vard!

revolutionary new process of reading rapidly· down the page, allowing the eyes to trigger the mind di:
rectly.

•P

Jf~lfhro
.Wrr~m1S5ll®if®

All

How is it Different
From Other Courses?

How Is This Possible?

Where you get the best for less.

WhaYs Showing?

Drive from New York to Paris? Yes, it's done, wildly and uproarious! in Blake Edwards'
y,
comedy ext~avoga,nza for Warner Bros., "The. Great Race.''
~how· That s the secret of the competitive drivers, hero Tony Curtis and villain Jack le
mon, Wit reporter Natalie Wood covering the zany actiol'l.
m.
Filming the lavish spectacular took the film company to Salzberg Vienna and I' · Add'
t~onal .locations were in K~ntucky, Sonora, Lake Malibu and Lake Arr~whead. setti~nsfor
th;;
9
r~otous comedy are filmed 1n Technicolor ond Panavision 10.
Alrea~y fllm critics ~II over the world he1 ve called this "the greatest comedy ever." It 0 ens
for an exclus1ve,. New Mex1c0 engagement at the Sunshine Theatre on Feb. 11th.
p
Included 1n the ca$t .are comedy favorites as Keenan Wynn Peter Folk Do oth . p . ·
\(iy(qn V.dnce, •and' Arthur O'Connell.
'
.
'
r Y rovlne,

Holy Hospital!

LOS ANGELE8-(UPI), "Th<
Flu Bug" has triumpher at least
"Batman."
temporarily
over
Adam West who stars as "Batman" was in Los Angeles Hospital under treatment ;for influenza. Said West, "I guess it just
goes 'to show I'm not superman.''

Our average student reads
5! times faster than his starting
speed with good comprehension

PRESCRIPTIONS - SICK ROOM SUPPLIES - RENTAL AND SALE OF
CRUTCHES, WHEEL CHAIRS, WAlKERS AND COOL STEAM VAPORIZI:RS,

. From dawn to disco
they're really with it •. , Permanently pressed 50% Fortrel P.Ql:t;
ester and 50% cotton make Mr.
Wrangler yout best buddy from
early classes to just-one-morefrug at midnight ... and they're
guaranteed lot one year•1 normal

quite a few freshmen. aPd sopho•
mofeS wrestling on the team, and
only tw.n...t!'am .Jnembers stand to
graduate nel't semester. After the
Utah road trip, the Lobos &hould
have gained valuable experience
before their next home showing
against the University of Denver
Feb. 26 at Johnson Gym.

head and reach for his heel.
"Dan Jones uses a shuck. This
starts in a tiedcUP or closed posi-.
tion followed by dropping your
own head, pushing your opponent's a1•m across his body, and
then reaching for his heel.
"My favorite take down move,"
inserted Marty, "is the duclt undeJ.", This also starts from a tied
up position. You push your opponent's arm away and as soon as
he tries to put it back in place,
you duck under it p.nd swing on
his head forcing him to the mat."
At present the Lobos would appear to be on the verge of gaining
an excellent p11sition in liollege
wrestling. Lyman mentioned that
at the present time there are

.... ----~~
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•
Tuesday, February 15

4, 6 and 8 P.M.

•
UNM Student Union Bldg.
Room 231E

•

New Classes start
Thursday, February 17

7P.M.
Saturday, February 19

PROGRAM

9A.M.

The Evelyn Wood Reading Dyna·
mies Institutes condu~t regularly
scheduled classes for their gradnates, free of charge, During these
classes graduates retain their new
reading skills, learn to achieve
higher speeds, better· comprehension ••• and when necessary, receive individual counseling.

For Free Brochure
Class Schedules
contact

•

11. .11 20:!. 1 SW

PORPAIIOUS
MR. WRANGLBR
SHIR1's • SLACKS

.' 2~33 MONTE VISTA NE
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Redskin Tan.kmen Smash
Lobos; Break Pool Records
SWIMMING RESULTS
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
400-Yard Relay: 1. Utah (Craig, Rob·
LOBO Spotts Writer
ert, Fuhriman, Smith) ~ :49,5. 2. New·
(BYJ'Ile, Harris, Wettin, Mayhew)
'The Utah Redskins set th:ree .Mexico
3 :53. 7. New pool record. Old record 3 :fi0.3
Johnson· Gym pool records Sat- by Uath in 1964.
200-Yard Freestyle: 1. Mike G!ldbaldi
urday as the defending Western (U).
2. Locan (U). 3. Headrey (NM)
Athletic Conference tankmen de- T-1 :49.9. Pool record. Old ;record 1 :53.0
by
a
Rhudy
of New Mexico 1964.
feated New MeJtico 59-35.
50-Yard Freestyle: 1. Shillig (NM) 2,
The Lobo wrestlers also lost in :Urowne (U). 3. Helsley (NM) T-:22.G,
200·Y!lrd Individual Medley: l. Bernard
dual meet activity to the Air (UJ.
2. Bennett (NM) 3. Hulty (U), TForce Academy Falcons 32-11 2 :09.4,
Meter Diving: 1. Ogden (U) 185.05
here Saturday. The high point of 2. One
Dunnig!ln (NM) 184.30.
the afternoon for Lobo grappling
200-Yard Butterfly: 1. Mayhew (NM) 2.
Fuhriman (U). 3, Wettin (NM) T-2:09:0
fans was Marty Lyman.
100-Yard Freestyle: 1. Shillig (NM) 2.
The New Mexi~o star has lost Logan (U) ; 3. Browne (U) T- :50.16.
200-Yard Backstroke: 1. Craig (U) 2.
only one match all season, a 4-3 Byrne
(NM). 3, Nulty (U) T-2:09.5,
500-Yard Freestyle: 1. Garibaldi (U).
decision at Oklahoma State. SatHendrey (NM), 3, Pnt1lm (U) T~5 :06.5
Ul"day afternoon Lyman took 2.
Pool record. Old record 5 :13.5 by Churchtimeout, as he usually does, to hill of Utah 1964.
Breaststroke: 1. Rendabl NM.
pose for photogl·aphers and visit 2. 200-Yurd
Roberts (U). 3. Bernard (U). T-2:22.1
400-Yard
Fr..,.tyle Relay 1. Utab
briefly witl1 the fans before get(Smith, Logan, Browne. Gal'ibaldi). 2.
ting the pin in 7:23.
New Mexico (Byrne, Mayhew. Jordan,
In the swimming competition Hendrey) T-3 :25.9.
Final Score: Utab 59. UNM 35.
the Rekskins grabbed seven first WRESTLING
RESULTS
New Me.xieo listed firat: 123 pounds·places and New Mexico had four.
Campau dee. by Pavelka 12-2; 120 The pool records that fell we1·e Granados
pinned .by Tackabury 7 :OG: 137
in the 400-yard 1·elay, the 500- -D. Kirby dec. by Hig]eey 7-(j ; 145 Ken
ned~· pinned by H<Olderson 2 ;37 ; 152yard free style, and the 200 yard B. Kirby dec. Daac:k s.. ,s ; 160 - Sciarrn.
freestyle. Utah's time in the re- dec. by Eng!ebretson a-4: 167 - Lyman
pinned Thrower 7:23: 177 - .Jones dec,
la was 3:49.5 breaking the old Boettcher
5-1 ; 191 Wilson dee. by
xecord of 3:50.3 it set in 1964. Jackson 2-1; HW - Clarkson·. pinned by
Mike Galribal did set new Burchett 2 :51.
marks for both the 200 and 500
yard freestyle events. In the 200
Las Campanas
yard event the new mark is 1:49.
Las Campanas will meet Tues·
9 bettering the mark of 1:53.0
day, Feb. 15 in Room 231-B of the
ant!
.. h the 500 it was 5:06.5.
Union. All members are urged to
attend as the Upcoming convention will be discussed.

----------------

Skiers' Cornivol
Is Next Weekend

The Lobo Ski Club will host
its first annual Ski Carnival, Feb.
18-21, at Sandia Peak. Entrants
from UNM and (lther regional
schools have been invited to participate.
The carnival includes events
for every class of skiers from lessons to novelty races to advanced
races. Trophies worth $1,000 are
being supplied by Trans-Texas
Airways, Sandia Peak Ski School,
tne Sitzmarker Ski Club, Kertz
Rent-a-Car, Western Skies Hotel,
White-Win rock Hotel, Albuquerque Ski Club, Chamber of Commerce, Jaycees, Frontier Air·
lines, and the Lobo Ski Club.
An entry fee of $5.00 will entitle each entrant to admission
to three dances (seven bands),
three buffets, three race entries,
reduced lift tickets, special accommodations and transportation
rates.
The Carnival Queen will be
crowned at a coronation ban· and
reign over the Ski A-Yo-Yo Discotheque. The buffets will include
an introductory party and a barbecue at the Summit House with
a moonlight ride down the chairlift.
Entries may be placed at the
registration desk at the Sunport
on Friday afternoon, Feb. 18, or
at the Ski Club Desk in the Activities Center. All interested skiers
should apply immediately.

AEPi Smoker
Alpha Epsilon Pi, the 13th fraternity at UNM, will hold its second annual rush smoker at the
College. Inn, 303 Ash St., NE, Friday, Feb. 18 at 8 p.m. The dress
is casual and refreshments will
be

.

====

CL!is.!.JFIED ADV~RTISlNG RATES:
4 line ad., 65e-4 times, $2.00. Insertions

must be submitted by noon on da:v befor<!

J>Ublitatfon fo Room 159, Student Publita•
tlons Building, Phone 277.,.002 or 277-4102.
FOR RENT

LARGE .furnished

1r001n,

eompleteb- prl-

""-fe entrance ll!ld hath. Walkittg distance

from campus. Call 242:9572. (Feb.)

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sale:s .t: leepalr. Special
rates fo UNII students on all machin....
Free pickup &; delivery, E .t: E T:vpcwriter' Service. 2217 Coal SE, phone 2430588,
PEnSO.NALIZEn..,ud cre~~tlve alteration&
attd reat)fling, SetVing and mending. Mrs.
Hover, 207 Stattford SE ( eble fo University), phone 242-7533.
·

0

Sport

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers ..f

Latin Americans
To Choose Board

Nominations
for
executive
board vacancies of the Latin
American .Desk will take place
Wednesday, Feb. 16, 12:30 p.m.·
About the only' encouraging during the regular meeting.
Voting fol· replacement of the
showing by any New Mexico team
or 11tlilete over the weekend was president will be conducted in a
turned in by Lobo f reshman special meeting Friday evening
Kenny Head when he took sec- at 7. The meeting place will be
ond in the 440-yard dash in the announced. All interested persons
Mason-Di:x:on Indoor Games in &.re urged to attend.
Louisville, Ky. Saturday night.
Another New Mexico athlete,
Fiesta Openings
Web Loudat Roswell sophomore,
Positions are now open on the
took third in the mile run with a ·
time 4:10.4. In the 440, Head's following Fiesta Committees.
Anyone interested in applying for
time was 48.4,
a position on the bar-b-que, beard
--()In other Western Athletic Con- growing, dance, fashion show,
ference, Brigham Young romped Friday and Saturday activities,
on Denver 102-76 at Provo. Utah programs, publicity and posters,
also joined the winning 1·anlts rodo, sheriffs posse and jail,
with a 127-88 victory over Utah and trophies may pick up appliState as did Arizona with a win cations in the Fiesta box in the
Activities Center and they must
ove1· Cal Poly, 79-70.
be
xeturned by Tuesday, Feb. 15,
Wyoming was the only other
team besides New Mexico to lose.
It lost to Colorado State, 75-68.

Shorts

MEXICO

EXICOLOBO

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

3009 Central NE

Wednesday, February 16, 1966

NEXT DOOR TO THE LOIIO THEATER
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DISCOUNTS TO UNit\
STUDENTS & FACULn

Louis Vrattos.
. Jewelers
Expert on Swiss and
American Watches
WATCHES-- GIFTS

DIAMONDS
.

FIRST AND GOLD

--()-

EW

Ia PLANTE GALLERY
Fun Things From

fi'

. SOS's Discussion
Drows Onlookers,
Excited Debates

DIAL 247-4347

fjllf,

The Lobos weren't the only
hapless Albuquerque basketball
team. The University of Albuquexque Dons lost to Elastexn New
Mexico University at Portales,
85-77. The loss could have been a
lot worse for Albuquerque-it
could have lost the Dist. 7 N AlA
lead.
But when Southern Colorado
State also lost (to West Texas
State), the lead stayed with the
Dons.

·1- ··.

MAKE THE EVENING
MEMORABLE-RENT A TUX!
COAT and TROUSERS 6.50
-COMPLETE OUTFIT ONLY $10.00

Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, Sus·
penders, Handkerchief, Studs, Cufflinks, Tie and Boutonniere.
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See how LTV can help
find the field you're
cut out for. Your
whole career hllnf'fito;
when you start
with the right job.
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An enainPpr who's at home in several :;pecialties is a man
in demand. LTV's cross·training and multiple projects
produce well-rounded candidates for top·level positions.
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LTV recognizes the
young engineer from
the start. Besides
the satisfaction of
working on top-priority
projects, you'll be
given the opportunity
to work toward
advanced degrees
through companysponsored programs.
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We're ready to
programs. Research
facilities. Company sales. Current
projects and plans for the ·future. And you.

........................ .............. ........................................••
~

•
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•

If you're looking for a career of exciting growth and accomplishment,
you're also looking for a company with the same qualities. Here at LTV
Aerospace Corporation, young engineers and the company are growing
in the fields of aircraft, missiles, space, surface vehicles and range
services. Assignments are diversified, too. They include such areas as:
aerodynamics • avionics and instrumentation • dynamics • systems
design • propulsion • stress analysis • communications design • technical administration ••• and others.
f'or complete information about a career witl:! LTV, consult your
Placement Office, then schedule an appointment with our representative. Or write College Relations Office, LTV Aerospace Corporation, P.o.
Box 5907, Dallas, Texas 75222. LTV Aerospace Corporation is an equal
opportunity employer.
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
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DIVISIONS: L'IV ASTRONAUTICS • • LTV IIIIICHIGAN • LTV f:fANGit
SYSTEMS • LTV VOUGHT A!;:RONAUTIC~ • I<ENTRON HAWAII, LTD.
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THE SIDEWINDERS, a local Albuquerque group fea,tur·ing
ernl UNM students including Presid~nt Po~ejoy's son,
•
for the Wednesday Night Dance th1s evenmg at s. p.m. m the
Union Ballroom. The group plays at the Corral mgh~ club .on
weekends. From left t!l right, John Armstrong-lead gu1tar, M1ke
Norris-rhythm, Tom Popejoy Jr.-bass and Randy Doran-organist and lead singer. Not pictured is the group's drummer, Larry
Dolittle.
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